
Be the Guide you seek

Walking your solar customers through the 
connection process

By Sandy Richter

Middleborough Gas & Electric Dept.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our first residential customer solar installation came online in June of 2011. We now have over 40 solar customers.It took us five years to refine the process of connecting our customer solar arrays to our meters, credit them on our bills, answer their questions about vendors, installers, diagrams and credits I’ve put every step, document and answer into this guide in your hands todayUltimately you are (and I am) the guide – this won’t replace a human being/guru. I am that person at MGED and chances are you’ll be or have one too. But organizing the process has many benefits. And you just might get hit by the Budweiser truck…just sayin’…



Why a Guide?
DIYers can find what they 

need on their own

Hold-my-Hand-ers can 
read it as you walk them 
through it

Vendor/Contractors can 
find the basics of your 
requirements

Your CSR’s will thank you 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the Middleborough Guide. We’ll be using this to review a process for working with your customers as they magically become solar customers. This can also give you the basic elements you may need to develop your own process – especially your own guide which I highly encourage. Here’s why:DIYers: for your tech-savvy, internet users, this will be a God-send – for you! They’ll find it on your website and read it cover to cover, saving you time on the phone.Hold-hand-ers: it makes it easier to review a step-by-step process together with your customer and gives them something to refer back to; not to mention, it has all the required documents in one handy placeVendors: lays out the rules and the no-can-do’s for sales people and installers in the hopes no-one will give the wrong info to your customersCSR’s: Well, they might thank you. No excuses! At least they will know where to go in case you get hit by the Budweiser truck.



Introduction

Some basics:
What’s in this guide
Definitions
Application
No PPAs allowed!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, we start with the basics. What will customers find in this guide. Give the definitions that are really needed – net-metering. Not a legal document filled with definitions, just the ones that might be most confusing.We also begin to introduce 2 critical issues – you must apply to connectNO purchase power agreements from 3rd parties are allowed (i.e. Solar City)



The Step-by-step 
Process

 The steps to follow in order
 Application & approvals

Ask first!!
Then install

COC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Read any business advisor/guru you like and most say “give them step-by-step instructions” or a checklist. We do both – it can’t hurt. Here’s our process, step by step. Your utility may differ.Generally remind them they must apply first or risk expensive changesInclude who gets the application/signs off and what must be included (i.e. a one-line diagram)Tell them how they will know to begin installationTell them how your utility will turn them on  The ever-important Certificate of Completion should be held by the utility with a copy to the customer. We only send a copy to the vendor if the customer says so. This document is what starts the SREC sales process.



The Checklist

 Same as steps only with 
boxes

 Same critical messages
 Apply first!!!
 You are the responsible 

party

 Added info RE ongoing 
responsibilities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s our checklist which simply takes the steps and spells them out, task by task to be completely clear. No excuses! We are repeating our messages in many ways and many times to make sure the customer gets the process and their responsibilities. I usually ask them to read the entire guide – cover to cover.First apply with all necessary documents; then wait until we approve; then install; then call and we will inspect (after the wiring inspector); then we will activate.We added info here about their need to keep us informed about any changes in the future, including adding more panels.



Customer Questions

 These are the FAQs

 Repeat of terms/definitions

 In depth about billing credits 
and other benefits or issues 
of solar ownership – mainly 
for those still on the fence

 A brief encapsulated 
message saying what we 
allow

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the FAQ section that everyone has become accustomed to looking for – another great place to include you critical messages. It allows a little more room to define terms and explain the process. We include a little about billing credits here. We give these two pages.We pulled out a side-bar to answer the constant question – do we ALLOW solar installations? - because so many vendors were telling our customers that we don’t. It specifies the size restriction and the full-retail value credit we give.



Important Documents to include

 The tariff or Policy that has been accepted by your 
board
 Spells out the accepted process and limitations legally

 The application with Terms & Conditions
 Primary record & reference – need original signature
 Simpler the better but include enough tech info & contact info 

for reference
 Important that they know they are responsible for this info

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Including your tariff or policy lets everyone know that there is a legal process that your utility follows that sets the rules. You aren’t an IOU that is required to allow net-metering.Including the application (and T&C) let’s them get the process started while they are reading the instructions. Chances are good, they’ll have to have their vendor fill in the technical descriptions but then the vendor will see the instruction too.When you receive this application, you want to make sure that all of the contact info and system details are correct – it will be your primary source of information well into the future.



The One-line Diagram Sample

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This electrical wiring diagram is usually required by your engineer(s) to see that the connections meet your safety requirements – especially that there is a shut-off switch that automatically engages during a power outage. It’s also the diagram the electrical inspector will use to inspect and approve the installation. It helps to show a sample so your customer, who may have never seen one of these, knows what to look for and include in their application package.



The Certificate of 
Completion

One simple page

 Verifies system is interconnected

 Required for SREC sales

 Everybody wants one

 Hold on to this!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One simple page – 3 little words! You complete me!!Your customer may not seem to care but their vendor will – this little document is the icing on the cake, verifying the system is approved and operating. They can now start selling those SRECs and making extra money.Therefore the vendor and any other 3rd party will be asking for this signed, sealed and delivered. But utilities are asked to keep the original for their records as proof that everything was completed to their specification. A copy to your customer (and their vendor if they want) will suffice.Some may ask for a letter of operation on utility letterhead – we found it to be unnecessary. IOU’s produce this document because they pay for SRECs and rebate customers to provide them.



FYI: Solar Contractors
 First Question we get when they want 

to get started: Who do you 
recommend? 

 We can only list who has done this 
work and guide them with the right 
questions.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Customers usually ask us to make this process as easy as possible and they trust us to know (and recommend) someone who does this work well. And we do but we can’t. So instead we give them the names of every vendor who has installed a system in our area.We use our own records showing only the town, vendor name and date installed. We don’t yet provide contact info.We use the CEC database provided online – a very sophisticated Excel listing of vendor installations throughout the state – to provide a listing of installations in the towns around us. This listing also includes pricing, a real eye-opener for customers and this usually answers the second most frequent question; what does something like this cost.Finally, we give them a dozen good questions to ask any vendor before signing on the dotted line. These questions were lifted directly from the CEC website.
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